Abstract-In this paper, we propose a novel method for segmentation of online Persian handwriting into the fundamental building blocks of Persian letters. Employing the findings of our previous work to determine the segmentation points of cursive words and applying some smoothing techniques to improve our results, we have advanced our model to form the pre-segments into the predefined building blocks (BBs) which will be used later for recognizing letters in written words. We have utilized a decision tree to accomplish this task and the 98.6% accuracy has been obtained in forming the BBs as the overall result.
I. INTRODUCTION
In the research area of handwriting recognition, the problem of segmenting Persian cursive script has been considered quite recently [1] - [3] . The cursive nature of Persian script and the existence of different handwriting styles for its alphabet as well as different forms of each letter, depending on its location in a word, which make segmentation and recognition of Persian words a challenging task [1] , [2] , [4] , [5] . In addition, diacritics as ordinary parts of most Persian letters, having various styles and forms in different places in words, make the task really complex [4] , [5] . There are a number of techniques for reducing the complexity and difficulties of the process [6] , one of which is segmentation.
In segmentation approach [2] , [3] , [7] , the written word breaks down into smaller parts called segments. These parts will be used later to recognize the letters which form the written word. Although breaking down a word into segments looks easy, finding the right points for an exact separation is a difficult task. In [3] , we have accomplished this job; however, in order to proceed with the process, the segments must be formed into some predefined building blocks, which will be identified later as letters of the written word. Therefore, in this paper, we have proposed a novel method of forming predefined building blocks from segments, which will ease the process of Persian handwriting recognition.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in section 2, pre-segmentation process is discussed. In section 3, forming the building blocks from segments using decision tree is presented. In section 4, experimental results are shown and finally the paper will be ended in section 5 by conclusions and future works.
II. PRE-SEGMENTATION
Regarding cursive handwriting, the objective of the pre-segmentation process is to divide written words into segments containing at most one letter [7] , in other words, pre-segmentation is the operation of setting some points on cursive handwriting so that between each two successive points there will be at most one character. Thus, a segment is exactly explained as the set of points between each pair of successive segmentation points [7] .
A. Features
In order to find the segmentation points in a written word, we used six features of points of writing path, which are as follows: direction of writing, sequence of directions, starting and ending points of strokes, the last repeated point in each cluster of adjacent points, right and left derivatives in a point, and the second derivative [3] . Using these features and combination of them, we are able to distinguish the segmentation points of written words. Later, we used these points and segments between them to form predefined building blocks.
B. Smoothing
In [3] , we mentioned that there was still a possibility of improving the result of pinpointing the segmentation points. One approach to obtain better results is to reduce the noise of the written word's curves. In order to do that, we apply an average filter to the curve to smooth it and accordingly improve the result of the pinpointing process. Consequently, the segmentation points will be more accurate while irrelevant points will be reduced to some extent.
III. SEGMENTATION USING DECISION TREE
In the previous section, we have discussed some features to pinpoint segmentation points in the input, which were leaded to segments that will help us later to recognize letters of the written word. We also mentioned that we applied an average filter to improve the pinpointing process, but before jumping to recognition step, we need to make sure that each two segmentation points and respectively the segment between them represent a letter.
To do so, we have to examine each segment and check if it needs to be combined with other segments in order to form a new segment which represents a letter. Since we do not know what the written word is and therefore what its constituent letters are, we need to introduce some predefined forms which we term "Basic Building Blocks" to form segments into these building blocks. Then we use them to recognize the constituent letters and consequently the written word.
A. Basic Building Blocks
As mentioned earlier, we need to define some forms as building blocks to help us to refine the segments which have been detected in the previous stage. After examining Persian letters, 15 blocks were identified, which help us to form the body of any Persian letter. Some of these blocks are shown in Fig. 1 .
Using these building blocks and combining them, we can recognize the bodies of letters, but before that we need to examine the detected segments and combine them to form building blocks if necessary. We will use a decision tree classifier as a means of doing so. 
B. Decision Tree
A decision tree is a tree-like graph which consists of internal and leaf nodes and branches [8] . One of the uses of decision trees is to classify patterns in right categories. In order to do so, we put a primary condition with respect to the classifying problem in a root node and then we establish a tree using internal nodes, branches and leaves. Each internal node represents a conditional test according to other parameters of the problem and the result of the test goes through a branch to another internal node or a leaf, which is a category or class to which testing pattern belongs. A typical decision tree has been shown in Fig. 2 [8 
C. Forming Building Blocks
After detecting segments in the written word and putting them in a sorted list (based on detecting order), we use a decision tree to form building blocks. In order to do that, we start to examine each segment in the list to see whether or not it matches with a predefined block. If it does, we will remove it from the list and put the respective block in another list. Otherwise we will pick next segment in the list and use a decision tree to classify the overall form created by those segments into one of the blocks. If a category is found, we will remove the segments and put the block which is formed by all segments in the decision path in the list. Otherwise we continue with the next segments until we find a block. We do the mentioned process for all the segments. The final list will contain all essential building blocks which we need to recognize the constituent letters of the written word.
It must be mentioned that there might be noise in the written word leading to extra segments which make the forming process problematic. In order to decrease the effect of these extra segments on the process, a backtracking approach will be employed. Indeed, a "non-block form" leaf is added to the end of each decision path and when the tree reaches this leaf, it replaces the last segments in its path with the next segment of the list and continues the decision process.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
To evaluate the accuracy and efficiency of the proposed method, we developed an application using the C#.NET and Microsoft Visual Studio. We also implemented an average filter to make writing curves smoother using MATLAB. In order to evaluate the method, 0111 handwritten cursive words were input to the application. The overall result of 98.6% has been gained for the sample pack. Table 1 shows more information for some of the words in the sample pack. As it has been shown in the Table 1 , for some words containing certain letters, the method was unable to form all the anticipated building blocks completely; this particularly occurred to letters ‫"ع"‬ and ‫."غ"‬
V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS
In this paper, we have introduced a method of forming predefined building blocks from segmentation points and segments. These building blocks have been founded on an investigation of a wide range of Persian written words. The proposed method is based on decision tree algorithm and combines the segments to form fifteen predefined building blocks. It is simple and fast, furthermore, our experimental results showed 98.6 % accuracy in forming building blocks of 0110 handwritten Persian cursive words. Therefore it is not only efficient but also accurate. These building blocks will be used later to identify letters in a written word.
Our method is an intermediate-phase approach to recognition of final words which increases the accuracy and efficiency as well as reducing the complexity of the process. Although a number of methods for recognition of online Persian words have been introduced in the literature recently, because of the novelty of the presented approach and the fact that it is an intermediate-phase method, we could not find other methods to make comparisons. As a future work, we can focus on improving the final result of the proposed method by enhancing the decision criteria or using an extended version of decision tree such as a fuzzy decision tree. The results gained here can also be utilized in the next step for recognition of the whole written word.
